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The Birth of American Tourism
Known for his wicked wit, fierce loyalty, and skills in battle, Robert "Rebbie" MacInnis, the Earl of Rebbinglen, loves freedom
and has no plans of marrying anytime soon. But when his father, a powerful Scottish marquess, signs a contract betrothing
Rebbie to an earl's young daughter, he is furious. If he has to marry, he's determined to choose his own bride, though he
has no inkling who he would wish to wed until fate intervenes to remind him of one fair-haired, nameless beauty and the
passionate night they spent together years ago. A night forever etched in his memory. Lady Calla Ferguson, a penniless
widow with a young son, is forced to seek employment as her cousin's companion in order to pay her late husband's
massive gambling debt. Having been ignored or mistreated most of her life, Calla has become a resourceful survivor who
will stop at nothing to get what she wants-safety and security for her son and herself. Wealthy merchant, Claybourne cares
little for the money the Earl of Stanbury owed him; he simply wants the earl's beautiful, voluptuous widow and he'll do
whatever it takes to get his hands on her, even kidnapping and blackmail. When Rebbie happens upon Claybourne
abducting Calla, he rescues her and hides her in a secluded castle deep in the wild Scottish Highlands. Calla conceals her
passionate spirit beneath reserve and duty, along with closely-guarded secrets which, if exposed, could ruin both her life
and her son's. Years ago, she lost her heart to a dark-eyed stranger she never thought to see again, but now he's her
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protector. Rebbie craves another pleasurable night like the one they shared in the past, and she cannot resist the fiery
passion that echoes deep in her heart and soul. Soft but strong, Calla sparks within Rebbie a desperate hunger and a need
to protect her. But will her secrets tear them apart?

Highland Rebel
The Rebel - A Highland Short Story
Ian MacGregor is music's hottest pop idol, but he's from 18th-century Scotland. Nothing can make him return. However,
when his tour manager, Ellie Graham, is swept back almost 300 years into the past, only Ian--and his passion--can save her.
Original.

Sequels
Leading a troop in Scotland, James Sinclair impetuously marries a captured maiden, not knowing that Catherine Drummond
is an heiress to a highlands title and fortune.

Laird of Secrets (The Whisky Lairds, Book 2)
Highland Rebel
Taken by the Highlander
Second in a passionate, fast-paced Scottish Highlander romance series from critically acclaimed author Amanda Forester A
conquering hero Cormac Maclean would rather read than rampage, but his fearsome warlord father demands that he prove
himself in war. Cormac chooses what he thinks is an easy target, only to encounter a fiery Highland lass leading a doomed
rebellion and swearing revenge on him. Meets an unconquerable heroine Jyne Cambell is not about to give up her castle
without a fight, even though her forces are far outnumbered. She's proud, hot-blooded and hot-tempered, and Cormac falls
for her hard. It's going to take all of Cormac's ingenuity to get Jyne to surrender gracefully-both to his sword and to his
heart Highland Trouble Series: The Highlander's Bride (Book 1) My Highland Rebel (Book 2) Praise for The Highlander's
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Bride: "Another winner from Forester!" -RT Book Reviews 4 1⁄2 Stars, Reviewer Top Pick!

Captured by the Highlander
Enlightenment's Frontier
Scottish pride, persuasion, and passion—this is Highland romance at its breathtaking best. From USA Today bestselling
author May McGoldrick comes Highland Crown, the first book in the Royal Highlander series. Inverness, 1820 Perched on
the North Sea, this port town—by turns legendary and mythological—is a place where Highland rebels and English
authorities clash in a mortal struggle for survival and dominance. Among the fray is a lovely young widow who possesses
rare and special gifts. WANTED: Isabella Drummond A true beauty and trained physician, Isabella has inspired longing and
mystery—and fury—in a great many men. Hunted by both the British government and Scottish rebels, she came to the
Highlands in search of survival. But a dying ship’s captain will steer her fate into even stormier waters. . .and her heart into
flames. FOUND: Cinaed Mackintosh Cast from his home as a child, Cinaed is a fierce soul whose allegiance is only to
himself. . . until Isabella saved his life—and added more risk to her own. Now, the only way Cinaed can keep her safe is to
seek refuge at Dalmigavie Castle, the Mackintosh family seat. But when the scandalous truth of his past comes out, any
chance of Cinaed having a bright future with Isabella is thrown into complete darkness. What will these two ill-fated lovers
have to sacrifice to be togetherfor eternity?

My Highland Rebel
Today, the idea of traveling within the United States for leisure purposes is so commonplace it is hard to imagine a time
when tourism was not a staple of our cultural life. This text shows how tourism first emerged as a cultural activity in early
19th century America.

Highland Dragon Rebel
AN ARRANGED MARRIAGE Makenna Dunstan has never needed a man’s protection before. But when her father’s failing
health places the safety of the clan in her hands, she has no choice but to marry Colin McTiernay. Fearing the emotions
Colin awakens within her, she finds herself succumbing too easily to his lingering kisses and warm caresses. Yet she
wonders if she can truly trust this highlander who is quickly stealing her heart IGNITES AN INSATIABLE DESIRE A highlander
from birth, Colin McTiernay knows the Dunstan clan dislikes him, especially the laird’s youngest daughter. But he is
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determined to save the lowlanders from their enemies even if that means marrying the willful and impetuous Makenna.
Taming this fierce tigress will be a challenge that Colin is confident he can meet by seducing Makenna—and tantalizing her
with a passion that will only leave her begging for more Praise for Michele Sinclair and The Highlander Bride "Sensual and
humorous, a winning combination that everyone can enjoy." --Hannah Howell, New York Times bestselling author "Readers
will be satisfied with her feisty heroine and alpha male hero, who engages in a battle of wills guaranteed to delight."
--Romantic Times

Stolen by a Highland Rogue
The Highlander's Sword
Wanderings in the Highlands and Islands, with sketches taken on the Scottish Border, being a
sequel to “Wild Sports of the West.”
When she is kidnapped by her people's sworn enemy, Highland warrior Duncan MacLean, bride-to-be Lady Amelia
Sutherland is drawn to this tortured man who is using her as a pawn in a dangerous game of vengeance and war.

The Clans of the Highlands of Scotland
Five boys destined to become Highland lairds are fostered together as brothers. Darach, Lachlan, Callum, Gavin and Kerr
fight for their clans, for each other, and for their own true loves. When forced to choose between duty and honor Darach
MacKenzie vowed never again to let a woman near his heart after his betrothed betrayed him. It sparked an intense feud
between his clan and the Frasers. With all-out war on the wind, Darach can't be distracted—not even by a sweet and
charming lass who desperately needs his help. This Highland Laird will find a way to have both When Darach rescued Caitlin
MacInnes from the clutches of vile Laird Fraser, she vowed to never let men or misery rule her life again. With Darach and
the MacKenzie clan, Caitlin finally feels safe. But when Laird Fraser shows up to claim what's rightfully his, or go to war,
Darach will have to use all his brawn and brains to protect Caitlin—even if it means losing his heart. The Sons of Gregor
MacLeod Series: Highland Promise (Book 1) Highland Bride (Book 2) Highland Betrayal (Book 3) Highland Captive (Book 4)
Highland Thief (Book 5) What People Are Saying About Highland Promise: "Suffused with witty banter, adventure and
passion, Highland Promise is a thrilling debut novel Scottish romance readers will fall in love with!"—ELIZA KNIGHT, USA
Today bestselling author of the MacDougall Legacy series "Alyson McLayne heats up the Highlands in the Highland
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Promise."—AMANDA FORESTER, acclaimed author of My Highland Rebel "Heart warming and tender beyond measure,
Highland Promise will brighten your spirit."—MARY WINE, acclaimed author of Highland Hellion

My Notorious Highlander
In 1745, Charles Edward Stuart, 'Bonnie Prince Charlie' landed on the west coast of Scotland intending to overthrow George
II and restore the Stuart family to the throne. The Jacobite Rising threw the entire British Empire into crisis. Geoffrey Plank
examines the rebellion and its aftermath on an imperial scale.

The Highlander's Bride
The Highlands, the Scottish martyrs, and other poems
BOOK ONE: The Stolen Bride Series She belonged to another… But was destined to be his… Lady Arbella de Mowbray
abhors the idea of marrying an English noble occupying Scotland. When she arrives in Stirling, she is thrown into the midst
of a full battle between the Scots and the English. Besieged by rebels, she is whisked from her horse by a Highland warrior
who promises her safety. But when he kisses her she fears she's more in danger of losing herself. The last thing Magnus
Sutherland wants is to marry the beautiful English lass he saved. As the laird of his clan, he has a responsibility to his clan
and allies. But when Arbella is attacked by one of his own men, he determines the only way to keep her safe is to make her
his. A decision that promises to be extremely satisfying. Magnus brings Arbella to his home of Dunrobin Castle in the
Highlands. And that’s where the trouble begins… Their countries are at war and they should be each other’s enemy. Neither
one considered their mock marriage would grow into a deeply passionate love. What’s more, they were both unhappily
betrothed and those who've been scorned are out for revenge. Can their new found love keep them together or will their
enemies tear them apart?

The Last Highlander
A reckless highlander lord and warrior falls for the beautiful governess with a dark past that comes to care for his children.

Sketches of the Character, Manners, and Present State of the Highlanders of Scotland: with
Details of the Military Service of the Highland Regiments. By Colonel David Stewart. Vol. 1.
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DIVEnlightenment’s Frontier is the first book to investigate the environmental roots of the Scottish Enlightenment. What
was the place of the natural world in Adam Smith’s famous defense of free trade? Fredrik Albritton Jonsson recovers the
forgotten networks of improvers and natural historians that sought to transform the soil, plants, and climate of Scotland in
the eighteenth century. The Highlands offered a vast outdoor laboratory for rival liberal and conservative views of nature
and society. But when the improvement schemes foundered toward the end of the century, northern Scotland instead
became a crucible for anxieties about overpopulation, resource exhaustion, and the physical limits to economic growth. In
this way, the rise and fall of the Enlightenment in the Highlands sheds new light on the origins of environmentalism./div

Wild Sports and Adventures in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland
"Through examination of various attitudes in the press, the author also presents the major issues debated in the
newspapers relating to the Highlands, with some fascinating results: for example, land had already become a bone of
contention, thirty years before the 1880s land reform movement." "Working within the previously unexplored field of
newspaper materials in the mid-nineteenth century, Krisztina Fenyo shows the uniqueness, power and richness of these
sources for the evaluation of the range of Scottish public opinion."--BOOK JACKET.

Sports and Adventures in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland
The Rebel: A Short Story Prequel to The Highlander Trilogy by Julianne MacLean The year is 1715 and the Jacobite Rebellion
continues in the Scottish Highlands. He is Alexander MacLean, a fearsome Highland warrior fighting for his true Scottish
King. She is Elizabeth Curtis, a beautiful Englishwoman who wears the scarlet uniform of an English soldier and wields a
sword like a seasoned fighter on the battlefield. Enemies meet, and passions collidein THE REBEL The Rebel is a short story
of 7000 words (approximately 28 pages). It first appeared in print in the MAMMOTH BOOK OF SCOTTISH ROMANCE, edited
by Trisha Telep

Rebellion and Savagery
A quiet, flame-haired beauty with secrets of her ownShe's nothing he expected and everything he really needs Lady Aila
Graham is destined for the convent, until her brother's death leaves her an heiress. Soon she is caught between hastily
arranged marriage with a Highland warrior, the Abbot's insistence that she take her vows, the Scottish Laird who kidnaps
her, and the traitor from within who betrays them all. Padyn MacLaren, a battled-hardened knight, returns home to the
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Highlands after years of fighting the English in France. MacLaren bears the physical scars of battle, but it is the deeper
wounds of betrayal that have rocked his faith. Arriving with only a band of war-weary knights, MacLaren finds his land
pillaged and his clan scattered. Determined to restore his clan, he sees Aila's fortune as the answer to his problemsbut
maybe it's the woman herself. The Highlander Series: The Highlander's Sword (Book 1) The Highlander's Heart (Book 2)
True Highland Spirit (Book 3) Praise for Amanda Forester: "This clever combination of wit, romance, and suspense strikes all
the right notes." -Booklist, Starred Review on A Wedding in Springtime "Plenty of intrigue keeps the reader cheering all the
way." — Publishers Weekly "Passionate and spellbinding!" — Mary Wine, acclaimed author of Highland Heat

The Airs and Melodies peculiar to the Highlands of Scotland and the Isles,etc
Highland Promise
When the infamous King Richard dagger is stolen from Highland chief, Dugald MacKerrick, he will do whatever it takes to
reclaim it, even abduct the wife of the aristocratic thief, but what if his beautiful French hostage isn't who he thinks she is?
Deep in the rugged Scottish Highlands, Dugald discovers not only is his captive, Camille Bouchard, more than he expected,
so is the passion raging between them, threatening everything he thought mattered to him.

Highland Sword
From the author of the best-selling Scottish historical romance “Thistle and Flame” This light-hearted, sweepingly romantic,
full-length novel continues the story of Gavin Macgregor, the brave Highlander who left home to fight in the Bonnie Prince’s
final war, and Kenna Moore, the girl he’d loved since he was a boy, who saved Gavin from peril even as he stole her heart. If
hearts are meant to be together, nothing will keep them apart Since they were children, Gavin and Kenna knew they were
destined for each other. After almost losing Kenna in an arranged marriage to a crooked Laird, Gavin takes her north from
Edinburgh to return to their hometown in the Highlands, in the hope of beginning their new life together. But, when a small
town mayor plots to destroy his own village, Kenna is torn between remaining with the man she loves, and helping the
people of Mornay’s Cleft – what her heart knows to be right. Can Kenna’s wit, Gavin’s courage, and their love for each other
overcome the greed of a crooked mayor? Will Kenna fall back into Gavin’s arms, or will she fall much, much further? With
breathtaking romance, a hero and heroine who will do anything for each other, and a colorful cast of supporting characters,
“Passion and Plaid” is your chance to fall in love all over again.

The Highlander
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The Romance of the Highlands
During his life, Lord Simon Lovat was a rebel and Jacobite conspirator, loyal British army officer and government placeman.
He spied for the Stuarts and the Hanoverian Georges; was a double agent, a Protestant and Roman Catholic. He was both
feudal, benevolent despot and University trained philosopher, reading Machiavelli in original Italian. He disputed theological
niceties with the Papal Nuncio in France, while courting Louis XIV for money to fund an invasion of England. He was fluent in
five languages.Lord Lovat, well into his 70s and weighing close to 20 stone, was the last British peer to go under the axe.
He was a victim of the brutal state sponsored suppression that was the "pacification" of the clans after the 1746 Culloden
defeat.Bonnie Prince Charlie's defeat at Culloden led directly to the end of the traditional Gaelic civilization and also the end
Stuart Prince's loyal supporters and marks a moment in history when the rest of Britain turned decisively away from the
Celtic heritage.This is a fascinating period in history which will depict the many societies among which Lovat moved as well
as the many ancient Celtic cultures of Scotland that existed during his life that begun in 1688 and brutally ended in 1747.

Highland Crown
Join countless other romance readers who have been captured, claimed, and seduced by Julianne MacLean’s passionate and
adventurous bestselling Highlander series. Logan MacDonald, fierce warrior and bold scout for Angus the Lion, hides a
shameful secret. When he arrives injured at a crofter’s cottage in Campbell territory during a secret mission for his laird, he
is immediately suspected of treachery…. A WOMAN WITH A VISION When Mairi Campbell stumbles across the mysterious
wounded Highlander in a moonlit glen—a member of an enemy clan—she is strangely beguiled and cannot resist the desire
to unearth the secrets of his darkened soul. Soon, Mairi surrenders to forbidden passion in his bed, which thrusts her into
the middle of a war—in a battle for Scottish freedom, and in a battle against the true desires of her heart…. Look for the
other novels in this exciting Highlander series: THE REBEL - A Highland Short Story Book 1 - CAPTURED BY THE
HIGHLANDER Book 2 - CLAIMED BY THE HIGHLANDER Book 3 - SEDUCED BY THE HIGHLANDER Book 3 - RETURN OF THE
HIGHLANDER “When it comes to exciting Highland romance, Julianne MacLean delivers.” – Laura Lee Ghurke, New York
Times bestselling author

The Braemar highlands
"The mix of hard-headed realism and fantasy in this novel is enchanting" —ELOISA JAMES for Barnes and Noble Reviews for
Legend of the Highland Dragon By wing, by claw By fire, by death So long as dragons rule the skies, Scotland will forever be
free. After a long and bloody war, Scotland has finally won its independence. But Highland dragon Moiread MacAlasdair
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knows peace balances on the edge of a blade, and she will do anything to keep her homeland from falling to English
control. Even if that means escorting a powerful new ally into the otherworld itselfand defending him with her life. Madoc of
Avandos is on a critical mission to cement alliances against the British. Powerful men would kill to see him fail—but as he
and his fiercely beautiful warrior fight their way through hostile lands, Madoc is faced with a difficult choice: sacrifice
everything for the causeor let himself burn for the love of a dragon. Dawn of the Highland Dragon Series: Highland Dragon
Warrior (Book 1) Highland Dragon Rebel (Book 2) Highland Dragon Master (Book 3) What People Are Saying About Isabel
Cooper: "Something magical happens when elements of romance and fantasy combine. Cooper's delicious Highland Dragon
Rebel has it all, including a strong heroine, intriguing hero, heated sensuality and thrilling action/adventure." —RT Book
Reviews for Highland Dragon Rebel "Will keep you turning pages until you reach the very end." —Book Riot for Highland
Dragon Master "Smartly written, fast-paced, and brimming over with magic and surprises, this is exactly what readers
crave." —RT Book Reviews 4 1⁄2 Stars, TOP PICK! for Night of the Highland Dragon

Miller's royal tourist handbook to the Highlands and Islands
Critically acclaimed author Amanda Forester entertains readers with a new, romantic Scottish Highlander series SCOTTISH
HISTORICAL ROMANCEAfter years of fighting in France, Sir Gavin Patrick longs for his Scottish home and for an easier life off
the battlefield. However, laden with a shipment of orphans, a massive treasure to transport, and Lady Marie Colette--a
sharp-tongued French heiress--Gavin realizes that the real battle is only beginning. Colette expects a painless trip as Gavin
transports her to her Highland fiancé, but their relationship takes an unexpected turnForced to pose as a married couple in
order to sneak out of France, Gavin and Colette fight against their developing, forbidden attractionall the while yearning to
fulfill their pent-up desire.

To Wed A Highlander
My Rebel Highlander
When a Schoolteacher Encounters Highland Smugglers, a Touch of Fairy Magic Brings Romance in Laird of Secrets, a
Scottish Historical Romance by Susan King --Scottish Highlands, 1823-- To fulfill the requirements of her grandmother's will
and claim her inheritance, Fiona MacCarran must marry a wealthy Highlander, and soon. Her teaching position in the
remote Highland glen where her brother is the excise officer offers little hope of finding such a husband until she meets
Dougal MacGregor, Laird of Kinloch. Fiona longs to be in the arms of the handsome laird who knows the secret of local fairy
lore. He's also a notorious rogue and whisky smuggler. Moving his finest whisky—and fast—is how Dougal MacGregor
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protects his people. It ought to be simple, but nothing is easy after Fiona MacCarran arrives. With a valuable cache and an
age-old legend to protect, he cannot allow the sensual schoolmistress to distract him. After all, a Highland rebel and a lawabiding lass who is sister to the customs officer—can't have a future together. But when a conflict threatens the glen and its
magical secret, Dougal and Fiona must work together to protect the people—and soon realize that only sweet surrender will
save them as well. Publisher Note: Previously published as The Highland Groom, the story has been edited by the author for
today's readers. Readers who appreciate romance set in historical settings with fantasy elements will not want to miss the
newly-updated Whisky Lairds Series. The Whisky Lairds Series Laird of Twilight Laird of Secrets Laird of Rogues

A History of the Highlands and of the Highland Clans
THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE BESTSELLING OUTLANDER SERIES. As seen on Amazon Prime TV. What if your future was the
past? 1946, and Claire Randall goes to the Scottish Highlands with her husband Frank. It’s a second honeymoon, a chance
to learn how war has changed them and to re-establish their loving marriage. But one afternoon, Claire walks through a
circle of standing stones and vanishes into 1743, where the first person she meets is a British army officer - her husband’s
six-times great-grandfather. Unfortunately, Black Jack Randall is not the man his descendant is, and while trying to escape
him, Claire falls into the hands of a gang of Scottish outlaws, and finds herself a Sassenach - an outlander - in danger from
both Jacobites and Redcoats. Marooned amid danger, passion and violence, her only chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a
gallant young Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between two
very different men, in two irreconcilable lives. (Previously published as Cross Stitch)

History of the Scottish Highlands
Scottish pride, persuasion, and passion—this is Highland romance at its breathtaking best. From USA Today bestselling
author May McGoldrick comes Highland Sword, the third book in the Royal Highlander series. A VOW FOR VENGEANCE
Fleeing to the Highlands after her father’s murder, fiery Morrigan Drummond has a score to settle with Sir Rupert Burney,
the English spymaster responsible for his death. Trained to fight alongside the other rebels determined to break Britain’s
hold on Scotland, she swears to avenge her father’s death—until a chance encounter with a barrister as proud and
principled as she is presents her with a hard choiceand a bittersweet temptation. A PLEA FOR PASSION Aidan Grant has
never encountered another woman like dangerous beauty Morrigan—and he has the bruises to prove it. Yet she could be
the key to defending two innocent men, as well as striking a death blow to the reprehensible Burney. Convincing Morrigan
to help him will take time, but Aidan is willing to wait if it means victory over corrupt government forces and freedom for his
peopleand Morrigan’s hand in marriage. Can two warriors committed to a cause stand down long enough to open their
hearts to a love fierce enough to lastforever?
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Contempt, Sympathy, and Romance
The Highlander's Reward
A reference book for librarians and users of public libraries which provides easy access to information on good recreational
reading. This revised edition features expanded coverage of mystery and science fiction. New indexes allow access by
subject, genre and main characters.

HJEAS
Chief Torrin MacLeod vows to possess and wed the spirited lady who stole his heart the previous winter. But Lady Jessie
MacKay wants naught to do with the dangerous warrior, no matter how devilishly handsome and charming he is. When
Torrin arrives unexpectedly at Jessie's home, along with Gregor MacBain, a man Jessie was formerly handfasted to, she is
thrown off-kilter. She never wanted to see either man again, but now they are vying for her hand. Torrin promises to protect
her from the devious MacBain, but how can she trust Torrin when she has witnessed how lethal he is? The more time Torrin
spends with the strong and independent Jessie, the more determined he is to win her heart. Once she allows him a kiss, he
feels her passion flame as hot as his own. After she knows Torrin better, Jessie finds herself falling for the fearsome
Highlander. But the odds are stacked against them. The sinister MacBain is bent on kidnapping Jessie, making her his bride
and killing Torrin, while Jessie's conniving younger brother, Haldane, is determined to use Jessie to take over the castle in
his older brother's absence. Jessie fears she can never be with the man she loves, while Torrin will do everything in his
power to ensure they are together forever. In his heart, she is the only lady for him. The Highland Adventure Series My
Fierce Highlander My Wild Highlander My Brave Highlander My Daring Highlander My Notorious Highlander

Passion and Plaid - Her Highland Hero (Scottish Highlander Historical Romance)
Outlander
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